SoftwareONE’s Digital Supply Chain (DSC) is about creating a seamless, integrated set of systems and activities across the software procurement lifecycle - from demand to fulfilment.

This will enable businesses to get the right software at the best price, on the right contract, to the right user, in the shortest time.

Organizations often struggle with disjointed procurement processes and lack of standardized tools. This leads to a poor user experience, increases risk of purchasing the wrong product and shadow IT, which all leads to wasted spend.

PyraCloud provides a single platform where you can:
› Transact software licenses and cloud subscriptions from pre-defined global catalogs with approval workflows
› Manage the transaction lifecycle from quote > order > invoice > shipment
› Visualise contracts and entitlements
› Automate reporting and customize report templates
› Plan, govern and manage upcoming software and maintenance renewals. View your entire on-premises and cloud software estate
› Identify cost saving opportunities across on-premise and cloud

By centralizing the software catalog, users can purchase from an approved software catalogue which means they purchase the right product from the right location at the right time, eliminating risk and software over-spend.

The single view of contract and transactional data allows customers to easily manage their contract renewals by publisher or by date, prioritizing those contracts that represent the highest impact or potential cost savings. Effectively managing renewals is an increasingly important task as over one third of customers are audited annually.
PYRA CLOUD TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT:

SINGLE VIEW INTO TRANSACTIONS

› Single platform to transact software from pre-defined global catalogs
› Manage the transaction lifecycle
› Manage approval process from PyraCloud or your existing systems
› Manage contracts and entitlements
› Automated reporting
› B2B integration into your existing eProcurement systems

SINGLE VIEW INTO CLOUD RESOURCES, SPEND AND CONSUMPTION

› Tag resources across on-premise and cloud providers for enhanced governance, cost analytics and chargeback.
› Define budgets and track spend
› Identify unused or underutilized cloud resources
› Customizable dashboards and reporting
› Recommendations to optimize your environment.

MANAGE RENEWALS

› Visibility of all upcoming renewals and estimated renewal costs
› Renew proactivity through alerting and dashboards
› Identify optimisation opportunities within contracts
› Manage the entire renewal lifecycle with data driven decisions

NEED HELP? TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR MANAGED SERVICE OFFERINGS:

Visibility into deployment data, manage contracts and entitlements, understand complex license terms and compliance data for audits.

Sourcing, volumizing and procurement of all software with global exposure and expertise to help you optimize your supply chain.

Integrating SLM for commercial, security and compliance risk reduction. Proactively manage & optimize your hybrid software environment.

Sourcing, volumizing and procurement of all software with global exposure and expertise with proactive renewal management and optimization.